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IN THE COURT OF SESSIONS JUDGE, SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 
 
 

Sessions Case No. 365 of 2015 
U/s 302 of IPC 

 
GR Case No. 2561 of 2015.  

 
     State  

 
- Versus – 

 
Sri Niko Kachowa, 
S/O Late Thomas Kachowa 
Vill – Kacharigaon Tea Estate, Itabhataline, 
PO – Rangapra, 
Dist. Sonitpur (Assam). ………….. Accused. 

 
 

Present :     Sri A.K. Borah, AJS 
               Sessions Judge, 

                  Sonitpur, Tezpur.   
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For the State                   :      Sri H.P. Sedai, P.P. 
 
For the accused               :     Sri P. Singh Sethi , Legal Aid 
                                            Counsel. 
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                                            10-05-2016,  15-06-2016 
                                            & 09-09-2016.  
                
Date of recording of 
313 Cr.P.C                        :      30-09-2016 
 
Date of Argument              :      03-12-2016 
 
Date of Judgment              :      16-12-2016 
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1.  In this case accused Niko Kachowa is put for trial for allegation of 

charge u/s 302 of the IPC.  

2.  The prosecution case, according to the FIR, in brief is that in the 

evening of about 6.30 p.m. of 28-09-2015 accused assaulted his father 

Thomas Kachowa by means of a bamboo stick in their home, as a result, 

Thomas Kachowa sustained severe injuries. Immediately, he was 

removed to Kacharigaon Tea garden hospital but during his treatment he 

was succumbed. Thereafter, his deadbody was taken to his home. At the 

time of filing the ejahar, the deadbody was in his home. Hence, this 

prosecution case. The ejahar was filed by the informant Tipil Kachowa on 

28-09-2015. 

        

3.  On receipt of the aforementioned FIR, the Officer-In-Charge of 

Rangapara Police Station registered Rangapara P.S. Case No. 102/15 u/s 

325/302 of IPC. After completion of usual investigation, the O/C 

Rangapara Police Station sent up the case for trial u/s 325/302 of IPC 

against the accused Niko Kachowa. 

4. On being appeared the accused persons before this Court, my 

learned predecessor-in-Court, after hearing both parties, framed charge 

u/s 302 of the IPC against the accused Niko @ Niku Kachowa. Particulars 

of the charge were read over, explained to the accused to which he 

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

5.   To substantiate the case prosecution examined as many as eight 

numbers of witnesses.  After completion of prosecution evidence, the 

statement of the accused is recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C. All the allegations 

made against the accused and the evidence appears against the accused 

are put before him for his explanation where he denied the allegation and 

declined to adduce defence evidence.  

                               J   U  D  G  M  E  N  T 
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6.  I have also heard the argument put forward by the learned 

counsels of both sides.   

7. The point for decision in this case is that - 

(1) “Whether the accused on 28-09-2015 at about 

6.30 p.m. at Kacharigaon Tea Estate (Itabhata Line) 

under the jurisdiction of Rangapara Police station 

committed murder by intentionally or knowingly 

causing the death of his father Thomas Kachowa by 

assaulting with a bamboo lathi and thereby 

committed an offence punishable under section 302 

of the IPC?   

 

Reasons, Decisions and reason for decision. 

8. To arrive at the judicial decision, let me appreciate the evidence 

on record. 

 

9. PW 1 Sri Tipil Kachowa, who is not an eye witness, stated that 

accused Niku Kachowa is his younger brother. Deceased Thomas 

Kachowa was his father. The incident occurred on 28-09-2015 at about 

6.30 p.m. At that time he was doing his duty at the Tea garden. After 

returning from duty, he came to know that there was an altercation 

between his brother Niku and his father Thomas Kachowa. Niku assaulted 

his father with a bamboo stick. He saw his father in serious condition. He 

along with Krishna and others took his father to the Hospital of 

Kacharigaon Tea Estate. On the way, his father succumbed to his injuries. 

Lateron they brought the dead body of their father to their house. The 

accused told before him that he had assaulted their father with bamboo 

lathi. He along with Krishna brought his younger brother Niku to the 
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Police Station. He lodged an FIR written by Krishna Karmakar. The FIR 

was written as per his instruction. The accused was also handed over to 

Police. Ext. 1 is the said FIR and Ext. 1(1) is his signature. Thereafter, 

police came and conducted inquest over the dead body. He saw injuries 

on the head and back of his father. He put thumb impression on the 

inquest.      

 In cross-examination, he admitted that they lived together along 

with the accused person and father. The accused was also used to work 

at the Kacharigaon Tea Estate. He left for his work at 8 a.m. on the date 

of incident. He returned back to the house at 8 p.m. The relationship 

between his father and accused Niku was good. There was no altercation 

in the morning on the date of the incident and prior to the incident 

between his father and accused Niku. They belong to Adibashi 

community. At the time of the incident, the age of his father was 52 to 55 

years. His father used to drink liquor. On the day of the incident, he was 

in drunken condition. His father was lying at a distance of about 30/35 

feet away from his residence. His father was in a position to speak a little 

bit.     

 

10. PW 2 Sri Krishna Karmakar, who is not an eye witness, stated that 

he knows accused as well as deceased. The incident occurred on 28-09-

2015, at about 6.30 p.m. At about 7 p.m. he went to the place of 

occurrence as he was called by the villagers. He along with Tipil Kachowa 

took the injured to Kacharigaon Tea Estate Hospital by Ambulance. On 

the way, the injured succumbed to his injuries, so they returned back the 

dead body of deceased to his house. The accused told them that he has 

not assaulted his father. The accused was in an inebriated condition. He 

along with Tipil Kachowa, accused and other villagers went to the Police 

station and handed over the accused to Police. He wrote the FIR as per 
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instruction of Tipil Kachowa. He also explained the contents of FIR to the 

first informant. Ext. 1(2) is his signature.   

 In cross-examination he admitted that the the FIR was written in 

the Police Station.  When he reached the place of occurrence, the 

Ambulance had already arrived at the place of occurrence. Thereafter, he 

along with Tipil, put Thomas Kachowa inside the Ambulance. On the day 

of the incident, Thomas Kachowa was in a drunken condition. Since the 

villagers had tried to attack and assault the accused Niku and to rescue 

him, he along with Tipil, handed over the accused Niku to Police for his 

safe custody.  

 

11.   PW 3 Miss Beronika Kachowa who turned hostile. Her unhostile 

portion of evidence is that accused Niku Kachowa is her brother. 

Deceased Thomas Kachowa was her father. The incident occurred about 

5 months ago, at about 6.30 p.m. At that time, she, her father and Niku 

Kachowa was at home. Both her father and Niku Kachowa were in 

drunken condition and there was an altercation between both of them. 

She was out of home and she heard shouting of her father. She also 

shouted. Thereafter her father came out of the house. His condition was 

bad as he was beaten up by her brother Niku Kachowa. Thereafter her 

elder brother Tipil Kachowa came and she informed about the incident to 

him. Lateron, Tipil Kachowa took her father to Garden hospital. Before 

reaching hospital her father died. Thereafter, the dead body of her father 

brought back to their house. Police seized one lathi, which was used to 

keep the door closed, from the left side of the house. Material Ext. 1 is 

two pieces of broken bamboo stick. She does not know how the stick was 

broken. She put thumb impression on a paper which was prepared by 

police in their house in presence of her brother Tipil and her mother. She 

was produced before the court about one month after the incident also 

and she stated about the incident. She made statement before the 
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Magistrate. Ext. 2 is her statement and Ext. 2(1) to 2(3) are her 

signatures. She has not seen her brother assaulting her father with lathi.    

 In cross-examination by defence she admitted that she has not 

deposed falsely to safe her brother Niku Kachowa. Niku is in Jail since 

after the incident till today. She grew up in that house along with accused 

Niku Kachowa with their father. Their father takes care of them. The 

relationship between her father and Niku was good. They belong to 

“Adibashi” community. Her father used to take liquor regularly. On the 

day of incident also her father had taken liquor. After consuming liquor 

her father used to make hue and cry occasionally. On the day of the 

incident also he was making hue and cry after taking liquor. Niku 

requested her father not to raise hue and cry and for this there was some 

altercation between both of them. After altercation her father went out 

for about 20 minutes and thereafter he again came back. She does not 

know whom her father met when he went out for 20 minutes. She does 

not know why police had seized the belt and the lathi (Material Ext. 1). 

After return of her father after 20 minutes there was no altercation 

between her brother Niku and father. There is no other residence near 

their house. On the day of incident, her father was heavily drunken 

condition. She has not seen any scuffle between her father and her 

brother Niku. 

 

12.   PW 4 Smt. Ekkamoni Kachowa who also turned hostile. The 

unhostile portion of evidence is that accused Niku Kachowa is her son. 

Deceased Thomas Kachowa was her husband. The incident occurred 

about 3/4 months ago, at about 6.30 p.m. At the time of the incident, she 

went to market. At about 7 p.m., she returned back and saw her husband 

lying inside the house. She came to know from her daughter Beronika 

that there was an altercation between her husband and son. Only her 

daughter Beronika was there when she came back to her house from the 
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market. Her daughter did not tell her the cause of said altercation.   

    

  In cross-examination by defence she admitted that she has not 

seen the incident herself. She has not deposing falsely to save her son 

Niku Kachowa. When she came back from market, Beronika told her that 

her father fell down. Apart from this, her daughter did not tell her 

anything. Police did not record her statement. She does not know why 

Material Ext. 1 was seized by police. On the day of the incident, Thomas 

was heavily drunk. She does not know how her husband suffered injuries.  

 

13.   PW 5 Dr. Palasmoni Keot has stated that on 29-09-2015 he was 

working as Medical & Health Officer-1 at Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur 

and on that day he performed post-mortem examination at 12.30 p.m. on 

the deadbody of Thomas Kachuwa, male, 52 years, in reference to 

Rangpara PS Case No. 102/2015 u/s 325/302 of IPC on being escorted 

and identified by Constable 398 Rubul Koch, Krishna Karmakar, Tipil 

Kachuwa and Biswanath Tanti   and found the following: 

External appearance. 

              Deadbody of an average built person of age around 52 

years. Body is not decomposed. Rigor mortis present. Abrasion seen in 

left hand  2 x 5 cm and below left elbow 3 x 3 cm. Left leg below knee 

abrasion of size 5 x 4 cm is seen. Over the scalp posteriorly abrasion seen 

3 x 4 cm. Abrasion of 2 x 6 cm and 3 x 5 cm is seen over the back. No 

ligature mark seen.     

  On examination of cranium and spinal canal  

  Abrasion 3 x 4 cm in size and scalp haematoma is seen. 

Haemocranium is seen. Membrane laceration present. Cerebral contusion 

is seen.  

  Liver laceration and splenic tear seen. Bladder contains 

150 ml urine.  
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    On examination of the abdomen – Over the back and 

lateral side 3 x 5 and 2 x 6 size laceration seen. Haemoperitonium about 

1.5 to 2 liters is present.  Stomach contains half digested food particles.    

   Other organs are healthy. Thorax is healthy.   

  Muscles bones and joints already described.  

   Injuries are 12 to 36 hours old and there are multiple ante 

mortem injuries causing intra cranial and intra peritoneal bleeding.    

 

OPINION  

    In his opinion, the cause of death is due to shock and 

haemorrhage as a result of multiple injuries sustained by the deceased.   

 The injury No. 1 to 4 are sufficient to cause the death of a person. 

Ext. 3 is the Post-mortem report and Ext. 3(1) is his signature and Ext. 

3(2) is the signature of Joint Director of Health Services, Sonitpur, Tezpur 

which he knows.             

 
  In cross-examination, the doctor has admitted that there is no 

fracture, dislocation and deformities on the Muscle bones and joints of 

the deceased. In his report nothing has been mentioned about the history 

of assault upon the deceased. Out of the injuries he found upon the dead 

body four injuries are abrasions. The original of the post mortem report is 

in the office of the hospital and it is not available in the Court. 

 

14.   PW 6 Sri Raju Kachowa, has stated that he knows the accused, 

who is their neighbour. The informal Tipil Kachowa is the elder brother of 

the accused. He knew the deceased, who was the father of the accused. 

About one year ago the occurrence took place. On the day of occurrence 

he went out for work in the morning and returned in the afternoon at 

about 5 p.m. At that time there was commotion in the village. He did not 

go to the place of occurrence. Some villagers told her that the accused 
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was sleeping in his house at that time. He went to his house and brought 

him out from his house. He had handed over the accused to police. He 

did not see the deadbody of the deceased but even then he was asked to 

put his signature in the inquest report. Ext. 3 is the Inquest report and 

Ext.3(1) is his signature.    

 In cross-examination, he admitted that he did not notice any 

quarrel between the accused and Thomas Kachowa. On the day of 

occurrence the VDP Secretary asked him to come to the house of the 

accused and when he reached the house of the accused he saw that he 

was sleeping inside his house. At that time there was huge gathering of 

villagers in the house of the accused. It was about 6 p.m. On the saying 

of the VDP Secretary he took the accused to the police station. Police 

never asked him any question. When the police had visited the place of 

occurrence he was not present there and therefore he does not know 

about seizure of any goods by police. When he had visited the house of 

the accused he did not notice any weapon of offence at the place of 

occurrence. The villagers had informed him that the accused had 

committed murder of his father. When he had put signature in Ext. 3(1), 

the ext. 3 was blank and therefore, he does not know what is written in 

Ext. 3.  

 Since he is a neighbor of the deceased he always saw that the 

deceased and the accused were maintaining good relationship with each 

other. The deceased was an old man and he used to consume liquor. He 

does not know how the occurrence took place.     

 

15.   PW 7 Sri Raja Gowala, who turned hostile. The unhostile portion 

of his evidence is that he knows the accused. He knows the informant 

Tipil Kachowa and he is the elder brother of the accused.  He knew the 

deceased.  He was the father of the accused. About 8 months ago the 

occurrence took place. On the day of occurrence he went out for work in 
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the morning and returned at about 8 p.m. At that time there was a 

commotion in the village. The villagers were saying that the accused had 

killed his father. By that time the accused was about to be taken to the 

police station by some villagers. He also accompanied them to the police 

station. He had put signature in Ext. 3 in the house of deceased Thomas 

and Ext. 3(2) is his signature. Ext. 4 is the seizure list and Ext. 4(1) is his 

signature. He did not notice police seizing two pieces of broken bamboo 

and one leather belt at the place of occurrence.   

 In cross-examination by defence he admitted that the accused 

Niku Kachowa is not his relative. His house is situated at a distance of 

more than half km from the house of the accused. Normally he did not 

visit the house of the accused. He does not know how the occurrence 

took place. On the day of occurrence he had returned home from work in 

the garden at about 8 p.m. On arrival, he came to know that Niku 

Kachowa had been taken to the police station. He went to police station 

just to see the accused. He went to the police station along with Raju 

Gowala and few other villagers. He never saw the deadbody of Thoma 

Koachowa. On being asked by police he had put signature on blank 

papers vide Ext. 3 and 4. Therefore he was not aware of the contents of 

the said exhibits. He does not know to whom the seized two pieces of 

broken bamboo and the leather belt and form where they were seized by 

police. He also does not know to whom the leather belt and the seized 

bamboo pieces belong. He did not state before police that when the 

villagers interrogated the accused as to how he had killed his father, the 

accused had showed two pieces of bamboo and a leather belt, by which 

he allegedly killed his father. Prior to the occurrence, the accused, his 

brothers, sister and his father resides together in the same house and 

they were maintaining cordial relationship. Thomas Kachowa was an old 

man and he used to consume liquor regularly.    
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16. PW 8 Sri Basanta Kumar Borah, has stated that on 28-09-2015 he 

was posted at Rangapara Police station as Sub-Inspector of police. On 

that day, O/C Rangapra PS Inspector Jiaur Rahman received one FIR 

from Tripil Kachowa, S/O late Thomas Kachowa of village Kacharigaon 

Tea Estate, Ita Bhata Line stating that “on 28-09-2015 at about 6.30 p.m. 

my brother Niku Kachowa assaulted my father Thomas Kachowa with a 

bamboo stick and sustained grievous injury and immediately he has been 

taken to garden hospital and died there during treatment”.  After 

receiving the case, O/C Jiabur Rahman registered a case being Rangapara 

PS Case No. 102/15 u/s 3215/302 of the IPC dt. 28-09-2015 and 

endorsed me for investigation of this case. Ext. 1 is the FIR and Ext. 1(2) 

is the signature of Inspector Jiaur Rahman. He has recorded the 

statement of complainant and Kirshna Karmakar at the Police station. As 

the accused was handed over to the PS by the complainant so he has also 

recorded the statement of accused Niku Kochowa u/s 161 Cr.P.C.(under 

objection). Thereafter, he visited the place of occurrence i.e., the 

house of the complainant, accused and the deceased, recorded the 

statement of witnesses and seized two pieces broken bamboo lathi (stick) 

i.e. the weapon of assault and one leather belt about 4 ft. Ext. 4 is the 

seizurelist and Ext. 4(2) is my signature. Material Ext. 1 is the two pieces 

broken bamboo lathi (stick) and Material Ext. 2 is the leather belt which 

were shown by witness Boronika Kachowa. He has also prepared the 

sketch map of the place of occurrence. Ext. 5 is the sketch map and Ext. 

5(1) is his signature. He held inquest upon the deadbody in presence of 

witnesses. Ext. 3–A is the inquest report and Ext. 3-A (3) is his signature. 

He send the deadbody to post mortem examination through deadbody 

challan vide Ext. 6 and Ext. 6(1) is his signature. On 29-09-2015 he 

forwarded the accused to Court. On 16-10-2015 he sent the witness 

Boronika Kachowa for recording her statement to the Court u/s 164 

Cr.P.C. After collecting Post mortem report, he has filed the charge sheet 
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u/s 325/302 of the IPC against the accused Niku Kachowa. Ext. 7 is the 

charge sheet and Ext. 7(1) is his signature.  

  Witness Beronika Kachowa stated to him that “ 0n 28-09-2015 

while I was at my home her brother Niku Kochowa  after altercation 

assaulted his father Thomas Koachowa by means of a lathi in their house. 

She has seen the incident. Apart from assaulting her father with a lathi he 

has also assaulted his father with a belt as a result her father fell down. 

On being seen the incident she raised alarm.”  Ext. 8 is the case diary 

(under objection) and Ext. 8(1) is the relevant portion of statement of 

witness Boronika Kachowa and Ext. 8(2) is his signature. 

 Witness Ekamoni Kachowa stated before him that “in the evening 

of 6.30 p.m. after an altercation took place with father Thomas Kachowa 

he assaulted his father by means of a lathi and fell him down while she 

asked her son Niku Kachowa why he assaulted his father, he stated that 

out of anger he lost her sense.”  

 Ext. 8(3) is the relevant portion of statement of witness Ekamoni 

Kachowa (under objection) and Ext. 8(4) is his signature. 

 Witness Raja Gowala stated before him that “he had stated that 

when the villagers interrogated the accused as to how he had killed his 

father, the accused had showed two pieces of bamboo and a leather belt, 

by which he allegedly killed his father.” Ext. 8(5) is the relevant portion of 

statement of witness Raja Gowala (under objection) and Ext. 8(6) is his 

signature.  

 In cross-examination, the I.O. has admitted that in Ext. 1(1) in the 

signature of informant it was found interpolating by whitener and no any 

initial was put. Informant has not put signature in his presence. The 

informant put signature in printed FIR in his presence. The deceased and 

the witnesses belonged to Adibashi community. He has taken the 

statement of winess Boronika at the place of occurrence on 28-09-2015 

at about 11.10 p.m. and recorded statement of witness Ekkamoni on 29-
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09-2015 at about 12 noon. Both the witnesses and Raja Gowala made 

statement in Assamese language before him. Accordingly, he has written 

the same. He has not found any blood stains in any of the aforesaid 

Material. He has not sent it to FSL for examination to ascertain whether 

any finger print of the accused if there in the Material Ext. 1. He has also 

not taken any fingerprint of the accused to compare the same with the 

finger print of the weapon of the assault. He has sent the witness 

Boronika to the Court for giving statement after a period of 19 days from 

the date of incident and there is no explanation of delay in this regard.    

 

17. These much is the evidence of the prosecution.  

 

18. The accused pleads total denial while his statement was recorded 

u/s 313 Cr.P.C. 

19. To buttress the evidence, the accused adduced no any defence 

witness.    

20. Learned Public Prosecutor, Sonitpur, Tezpur has submitted that 

the prosecution has ably prove the case beyond any reasonable doubt as 

there is sufficient circumstances, therefore, the accused is required to be 

convicted under section 302 of the IPC. To fortify his argument learned 

Public Prosecutor cited the following case laws : 

(1) Susendra @ Susai Dev Vs. State of Tripura reported in 2010 

Crl.L.J. 4777. 

(2) Papu Munda appellant Vs. State of Assam, respondent 

reported in 2012 (1) GLT 247 

(3) Brajalal Dev & Ors V. State of Tripura reported in 2011 

Crl.L.J. 4643.   

(4) Koli Lakhmanbhai Chanabhai, appellant Vs. State of  Gujrat , 

respondent reported in CRl.L.J. 408. 

(5) Sasanka Ghosh Vs. State of West Bengal reported in 2007 

Crl.L.J. 3100 and  
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(6) Baharan Bibi and another, appellant Vs. State of Assam and 

others reported in 2001 (3) GLR 533.     

  

21. On the other hand, learned counsel for the accused has submitted 

that the prosecution has failed to prove the case beyond any reasonable 

doubt. Firstly, though the prosecution claimed that PW 3 Miss Beronika 

Kachowa is the eye witness but she turned hostile in the court. Her 

hostile statement even if believed to be true but that statement is not 

corroborated by any other witness. Secondly, the alleged extra judicial 

confession claimed by learned Public Prosecutor made by accused before 

PW 4 Smt. Ekkamoni Kachowa who also turned hostile. Her hostile 

portion of evidence is also not corroborated by any other evidence. 

Thirdly, according to the PW 5, the doctor who conducted the post 

mortem examination upon the deadbody stated that on examination he 

seen abrasion in left hand  2 x 5 cm and below left elbow 3 x 3 cm, left 

leg below knee abrasion of size 5 x 4 cm, over the scalp posteriorly 

abrasion  3 x 4 cm and also abrasion of 2 x 6 cm and 3 x 5 cm over the 

back. The doctor himself admitted that there is no fracture, dislocation 

and deformities on the Muscle bones and joints of the deceased. That 

apart his report is silent as to homicidal death of the deceased. That apart 

according to the doctor the cause of death is due to shock and 

haemorrhage as a result of multiple injuries sustained by the deceased. 

According to the prosecution story, the accused discriminately assaulted 

his father by means of a bamboo lathi and belt.  Had accused really been 

assaulted the deceased he might have sustained grievous injury or injury 

of fracture or dislocation or deformities on the muscle bones and joints. 

Fourthly, there is an ample evidence that the deceased was habitually a 

heavy drunker. After consuming liquor heavily he often falls here and 

there. He may sustain injury of abrasion on the leg, hands and face etc. 

by falling on hard substance. Besides, there is no any direct evidence that 
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it is the accused who assaulted the deceased by means of a bamboo stick 

and belt. Fifthly, the conviction cannot be based on the statement of the 

witnesses recorded by police u/s 161 Cr.P.C. or by Magistrate u/s 164 

Cr.P.C. The statement u/s161 Cr.P.C. or u/s 164 Cr.P.C. can be used for 

corroboration and contradiction if a witness stated nothing in the court 

then the court cannot use the statement 161 Cr.P.C. or u/s 164 Cr.P.C. 

The statement made only before the court can only be regarded as an 

evidence but the statement u/s 161 Cr.P.C. or u/s 164 Cr.P.C. cannot be 

an evidence to convict the accused by the prosecution. Sixthly, the 

alleged seizure of lathis and belt bear no any blood stains. The said 

bamboo lathi is used in the house of the deceased only to close the door. 

Had accused really been assaulted by the said bamboo lathi and belt 

there must have been some blood stains. That apart, seizure witnesses 

stated that the bamboo lathi and belt which was seized by police was 

used by the accused for assaulting his father. Seventhly, there is many 

major contradictions in the statements of the witnesses so the evidence 

of the prosecution witnesses cannot be relied on to use in favour of the 

prosecution. Eighthly, Miss Beronika Kachowa was sent to the court to 

record her statement by the I.O. on 16th October, 2015 whereas the case 

was registered on 28-09-2015. The Investigating Officer has failed to 

explain for delay in sending the said witness for recording her statement 

u/s 164 Cr.P.C. Therefore, also the statement u/s 164 Cr.P.C cannot be 

relied to convict the accused. Lastly, the name of the complainant in the 

FIR is interpolating by whitener without putting initial. Therefore, the 

signature of the informant in the ejahar is doubtful.  

 

22. To fortify his argument, learned counsel for the accused submitted 

the following case laws: 

  1. 2005 Crl.L.J. 69 (MP) (A). 

  2. 2001 SAR (Criminal) 353 (SC). 
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   3. 2013 Crl.L.J. (SC) 3966. 

  4. 1975 (4) SCC 272. 

  5. 2011 Crl.L.J. 917 (Gau). 

    6. 2013 Crl.L.J. 286 (Gau). 

  7. 2013 Crl.L.J. 3878 (SC). 

  8. 2002 Crl.L.J. (SC) 4650 and  

  9. 2016 Crl.L.J. (SC) 4863.  

 

23.  I have thoroughly perused all the case laws cited by the learned 

counsels of both the parties.   

 

24. Keeping in mind the rival submissions advanced by learned 

counsel for both the parties, I am going to dispose of the case as follows. 

 

25. It appears that the prosecution has examined as many as eight 

witnesses. Among them, PW 3 Beronika Kachowa, PW 4 Ekkamoni 

Kachowa and PW 7 Sri Raja Gowala were turned hostile. Other non-

official prosecution witnesses are PW 1 Sri Tipil Kachowa, PW 2 Sri 

Krishna Karmakar and PW 6 Raju Kachowa. Among these witnesses, PW 

1 Tipil Kachowa, the brother of the accused who is also the son of the 

deceased stated that at that time he was doing his duty at the Tea 

garden. After returning from his duty, he came to know that there was an 

altercation between the accused and the deceased. The accused Niku 

assaulted his father with a bamboo stick. He saw his father in serious 

condition. He along with Krishna and others took his father to the Hospital 

of Kacharigaon Tea Estate. On the way, his father succumbed to his 

injuries. Lateron, they brought the dead body of their father to their 

house. The accused told before him that he had assaulted their father 

with bamboo lathi. He lodged an FIR written by Krishna Karmakar. The 

FIR was written as per his instruction. Thereafter, police came and 
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conducted inquest over the dead body. He saw injuries on the head and 

back of his father.  In cross-examination he admitted that the accused 

also used to work at kacharigaon tea Estate. He admitted that both of 

them used to work at Kacharigaon Tea Estate. He left for his work at 8 

a.m. on the day of incident and he returned back to the house at 8 p.m. 

The relationship between his father and accused Niku was good. There 

was no altercation in the morning on the date of the incident and prior to 

the incident between his father and accused Niku. His father (deceased) 

used to drink liquor. On the day of the incident, he was in drunken 

condition. His father was lying at a distance of about 30/35 feet away 

from his house.  

 

26.  Learned counsel for the accused submitted in the argument that 

the informant of the FIR is not an eye witness to the occurrence, hence 

raised doubt as to the FIR. Besides, the informant himself admitted that 

he does not know the contents of the FIR.  

 

27. It is true that in the instant case, the FIR was lodged by Sri Tipil 

Kachowa on that very day of the incident. Besides, the informant is not 

an eye witness to the occurrence. In the insimilar situation, the Hon’ble 

Apex Court observed in Nankhu Singh Vs. State of Bihar (AIR 1973 SC 

491) that “FIR is not a substantive piece of evidence. It is information of 

cognizable offence given u/s 154 of the Cr.P.C. and if there is any 

statement made therein it can only be used for the purposes of 

contradicting and discrediting a witness u/s 145 of the Evidence Act. In 

the second place, the statement given by the informant need not 

necessarily be an eye witness account of what he has seen. There were 

others who had gone along with him who could have furnished him with 

an information as to what transpired in as far as it was in their 

knowledge. If these aspects had been put to PW 11, he would have had 
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an opportunity of explaining their statement made in the FIR but since 

that the opportunity was not given, any comment based on the statement 

given by PW 11 in the FIR with without effect.” 

 In the instant case, the FIR lodged by the informant who is the 

brother of the accused and also the son of the deceased, immediately 

after the occurrence, contains the name of the accused and also bears 

the brief description of the incident. As such, merely because the 

informant is not an eye witness cannot be a ground of discard his 

evidence.  

 

28. Admittedly, in the present case, according to PW 1 there is a 

statement that accused told before him that he had assaulted their father 

with a bamoo lathi. He clearly deposed it in the court as in the form of 

extra-judicial confession, but how far this statement in the form of extra-

judicial confession can be used in favour of the prosecution.  

 It is held in Seikh Usuf Vs. State of West Bengal, reported in 

(2011) 3 Supreme Court cases (Crl) 620 that- 

 “While dealing with a circumstance of extra-judicial confession one 

must keep in mind that is very weak type of evidence and requires 

appreciation with great caution. Extra-judicial confession must be 

established to be true and made voluntarily and in a fit state of 

mind. The word of “witness” must be made clear, unambiguous 

and clearly convey that the accused is the perpetrator of the 

crime. The extra-judicial confession can be accepted and can be 

the basis of conviction if it passes the test of credibility.” 

       

29. It is the settled position of law that the extra-judicial confession if 

true and voluntary, it can be relied upon by the court to convict the 

accused for the commission of the crime alleged. Despite inherent 

weakness of extra-judicial confession as an item of evidence, it cannot be 
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ignored when shown that such confession was made before a person who 

has no reason to state falsely and to whom it is made in the 

circumstances which tend to support the statement.  

 

30. In Maghar Singh Vs. State of Punjab (AIR 1975 SC 1320) 

the Hon’ble Apex Court relying upon earlier judgment in Rao Shiv 

Bahadur Singh Vs. -  State of Vindhya Pradesh (1954 SCR 1098), held 

that the evidence in the form of extra-judicial confession made by the 

accused to witnesses cannot be always termed to be tainted evidence. 

Corroboration of such evidence is required only by way of abundant 

caution. If the court believes the witness before whom the confession is 

made and is satisfied that the confession was true and voluntarily made, 

then the conviction can be founded on such evidence alone. In Narayan 

Sigh V. State of M.P. ( AIR 1985 SC 1678) Hon’ble Apex Court cautioned 

that it is not open to the court trying the criminal case to start with 

presumption that extra-judicial confession is always a weak type of 

evidence. It would depend on the nature of the circumstances, the time 

when the confession is made and the credibility of the witnesses who 

speak for such a confession. The retraction of extra-judicial confession 

which is a usual phenomenon in criminal cases would by itself not weaken 

the case of the procedure based upon such a confession. Kishore Chand 

V. State of H.P. (AIR 1990 SC 2140) Hon’ble Apex Court held that an 

unambiguous extra-judicial confession possesses high probative value 

force as it emanates from the person who committed the crime and is 

admissible in evidence provided it is free from suspicion and suggestion of 

any falsity. However, before relying on the alleged confession, the court 

has to be satisfied that it is voluntary and is not the result of inducement, 

threat or promise envisaged under section 24 of the Evidence Act or was 

brought about in suspicious circumstances to circumvent sections 25 and 

26. The court is required to look into the surrounding circumstances to 
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find out as to whether such confession is not inspired by any improper or 

collateral consideration or circumvention of law suggesting that it may not 

be true.       

 

31. In the instant case according to PW 1, the accused told before him 

that he has assaulted their father with bamboo lathi. On the other hand, 

PW Sri Krishna Karmakar stated that accused told before him that he has 

not assaulted his father. Now, to see what was the state of mind of the 

accused at the time when he made such statement in form of extra-

judicial confession. According to PW2, the accused was in an inebriated 

condition. The PW 3, the sister of the accused and the daughter of the 

deceased made statement that her father and accused were in drunken 

state. Though PW 1 stated that accused made statement in the form of 

extra-judicial confession but his statement is silent about the state of 

mind of the accused. There is no any evidence that the aforesaid 

confession was made instantaneously immediately after the occurrence 

and the manner of procurement of the said so-called extra-judicial 

confession. Admittedly, there is an admission of PW 6 that when he 

reached the house of the accused, he saw the accused was sleeping 

inside his house. At that time there is a huge gathering of villagers at the 

house of the accused. It was about 6 p.m. On saying of VDP Secretary, 

he took the accused to the police station. Under such circumstances, the 

evidence in the form of extra-judicial confession made by the accused to 

PW 1 cannot be relied on because, the evidence is silent that it was made 

voluntarily and in fit state of mind.  

 

32. Now, coming to the present case, it has already stated that PW 3, 

PW 4 and PW 7 are declared hostile. Now, the question comes how far 

the aforesaid hostile witnesses can be relied to convict the accused.     
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33.  It has been held in State of Rajasthan Vs. Bhawani (2003) 7 

SCC 291, where the Hon’ble Supreme Court held that –  

 “The fact that the witness was declared hostile by the court at the 

request of the prosecution counsel and he was allowed to cross-examine 

the witnesses, no doubt furnishes no justification for rejecting en block 

the evidence of the witnesses. But the court has at least to be aware that 

prima facie, a witness who makes different statements at different times, 

has no regard for truth. His evidence has to be read and considered as a 

whole with a view to find out whether any weight should be attached to 

the same. The court should be slow to act on the testimony of such a 

witness and, normally, it should look for corroboration to his evidence. 

The High Court has accepted the testimony of the hostile witnesses as 

gospel truth for throwing overboard the prosecution case which had been 

fully established by the testimony of several eye witnesses, which was 

unimpeachable character. The approach of the High Court in dealing with 

the case, to say the least, is wholly fallacious.”  

 

34. In another case i.e. State of Bihar Vs. Laloo Prasad Yadav, 

reported in 2004 (Cr.) 499, it has been held that - 

 “Normally, when the Public Prosecutor requested for permission to 

put cross-question to a witness called by him, the court used to grant it. 

Here if the public prosecutor had sought permission at the end of the 

chief examination itself, the trial court would have no good reason for 

declining the permission sought for. But the Public Prosecutor is not do so 

at that stage. Be that as it may, if the Public Prosecutor is not prepared to 

own the testimony of the witness examined by him, he can give 

expression of it in different forms. One of such forms is the one envisaged 

in S. 154 of the Evidence Act. They very fact that he sought permission of 

the court soon after the end of the cross-examination, was enough to 

indicate his resolve not to own all what the witness said in his evidence. It 
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is again open to the Public Prosecutor to tell the court during final 

consideration that he is not inclined to own the evidence of any particular 

witness in spite of the fact the said witness was examined on his side. 

When such option is available to a public prosecutor, it is not a useful 

exercise for the Supreme Court to consider whether the witness shall 

again be called back for the purpose of putting cross-question to him.”    

 

35.  Coming to the present case, it appears that the informant, PW 2 

stated that the accused told them that he has not assaulted his father 

and accused was in an inebriated condition. PW 6 Raju Kachowa who is 

also the son of the deceased and brother of the accused stated nothing 

against the accused as to involvement of killing of his father. They were 

no way supported the prosecution case. That apart, there is no evidence 

which is corroborated to the hostile evidence of any of the prosecution 

witnesses. 

 

36.  It has been held in Bhagaban Singh Vs. State of Hariyana, 

reported in 1976 SCR (2) 921 that – 

 “There is no legal bar passed on the testimony of the hostile 

witness if corroborated by other reliable evidence.” 

 

37.     Again, it has been held in Koli Lakhmanbhai Chanabhai Vs. 

State of Gujram, reported in AIR 2000 SC 210:200 Cr.L.J. 408 : 

2001 Cr.L.R (SC) 111 that – 

 “Evidence of hostile witness also can be relied upon to the extent 

to which it supports the prosecution version. Evidence of such witness 

cannot be treated as washed off the record. It remains admissible in the 

trial and there is no legal bar to base his conviction upon his testimony if 

corroborated by other reliable evidence. 
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 The prosecution version gets further corroboration from discovery 

of Muddamal knife containing human blood group “A”. Further, the bush-

shirt and baniyan which were put on by the accused at the time of 

incident were having extensive blood stains which were also found 

containing human blood group “A”. 

 Accused was having injury on the thigh as per the evidence of the 

Doctor. As per the medical evidence, the injuries caused to the accused 

mere minor and that because of such injuries, there would not be 

extensive blood-stains on the bush-shirt and baniyan put on by the 

accused.“ 

 

38. In the instant case three witnesses, namely, PWs 2, 4 and 7 are 

turned hostile. They have suppressing the materials facts. They have 

made statement in under section 161 Cr.P.C. one thing, on the other 

hand, they have resiled from the said statement before this court.  

  Learned counsel for the accused submitted that statement of a 

person made u/s 161 Cr.P.C. and the statement u/s 164 Cr.P.C. cannot be 

used as evidence if the person himself not stated that statement before 

the court on oath. Law is well settled that statements made u/s 161 

Cr.P.C. and 164 Cr.P.C, can only be used for contradiction and 

corroboration of the statement. The court has to rely only the statement 

made before the court on oath. Therefore, the alleged statement made 

before the I.O. u/s 161 Cr.P.C and made before the Magistrate u/s 164 

Cr.P.C. by PW 3 Beronika Kachowa cannot be used as a evidence.    

 

39. In Hanu Baistav Vs, State of Assam reported in 2013 Crl.L.J. 

286 (Gau), the sole eye witness to the incident who happened to be the 

wife of the deceased, had stated in her statement recorded u/s 161 

CrP.C. during investigation that her husband had been killed by his 

brother, but she resiled from her statement and was declared hostile. 
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Therefore, the said previous statement, in absence of any admission by 

wife that the same was true could not and ought not to be treated as 

substantive evidence. it can be used only for contradiction and not for 

corroboration of evidence given by the wife, so the trial court was held at 

error in relying upon the previous statement of wife allegedly made to the 

I.O. for the purpose of basing conviction of appellant on the charge of 

murder, so, the accused was acquitted.  

 

40. Under such circumstances, in the present case, the statement of 

PW 3 Beronika Kachowa made statements u/s 161 and 164 Cr.P.Cannot 

be stated to rely as an evidence since she has not made such statement 

before this court.  

 

41. Another point is to be discussed in the present case is that 

according to PW 5, the doctor Palasmoni Keot who conducted post 

mortem upon the deadbody, stated that on examination he found 

abrasion seen in left hand  2 x 5 cm and below left elbow 3 x 3 cm. Left 

leg below knee abrasion of size 5 x 4 cm is seen. Over the scalp 

posteriorly abrasion seen 3 x 4 cm. Abrasion of 2 x 6 cm and 3 x 5 cm is 

seen over the back. There was no ligature mark seen.  Learned counsel 

for the accused vehemently argued before me that a person cannot be 

died in such abrasion injury. Since, the doctor admitted that there is no 

fracture, dislocation or deformities on the muscles bones and joints of the 

deceased. Had accused been really died due to assault of lathi by the 

accused he might have been some fracture injury or atleast dislocation 

and deformities on the muscles bones and joints of the deceased. On the 

other hand, there is an ample evidence that the deceased was a 

habitually heavy drunker. Besides, there is also evidence that on the day 

of incident, the deceased was also drunks heavily. That apart, there is an 
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evidence that after altercation, the deceased went out for 20 minutes, 

thereafter he came again.   

 

42.  It is also fact that the statement of doctor and the post mortem 

report is silent that the deceased died due to homicidal. Besides, the 

doctor also stated after examination of the deadbody that bladder 

contains 150 ml of urine. Haemoperitonium about 1.5 to 2 liters is 

present. Therefore, the argument advanced by learned counsel for the 

accused that the deceased sustained multiple abrasion after falling her 

and there since he was heavily drunk cannot be ruled out.    

 

43.   In Deoraj Gowala and another Vs. State of Assam reported 

in 2011 Crl.L.J. 817 (Gau) that – “whether the prosecution has been 

able to prove the  circumstance that the deadbody of the deceased was 

found in the court-yard of the accused person but it has failed to connect 

the same with for alleged torture by her mother-in-law in extra-judicial 

confession which suffers from inherent improbability and credibility 

whereas the alleged recovery of the bamboo foot with which the accused-

husband had allegedly used to beat the deceased was not sent to FSL 

and the alleged recovery of the said bamboo foot alleged pursuant to the 

extra-judicial confession  made to the prosecution witness has been 

stated before the trial court for the same and such fact was not recorded 

by the I.O. in 161 Cr.P.C. statement of the said witness and the witnesses 

who were alleged and the probability of the defence case that the 

deceased died by drowning in an accidental fall in the well could not be 

ruled out, hence, the conviction of the accused persons could not be 

sustained.”  

 “The onus of proving the facts essential to the establishment of 

the charge against an accused lies upon the prosecution, and the 

evidence must be such as to exclude every reasonable doubt about the 
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guilt of the accused. An accused cannot be convicted of an offence on the 

basis of conjectures or suspicion. Since reasonable doubt arisen in my 

mind, after taking into consideration, the entire material before it 

regarding the complicity of the accused, so benefit of doubt given to the 

accused.   

44.  In view of the aforesaid discussion, I am bound to hold that the 

prosecution has failed to prove the charge leveled against the accused 

beyond any reasonable doubt. As such, the accused is entitled to get the 

benefit of doubt. Hence, accused Sri Niko Kachowa is acquitted and set 

him at liberty forthwith.    

45.  The liability of the bailor is hereby discharged.  

46. Send back the GR Case record being No.2561 of 2015   to the 

learned committal court along with a copy of this order. 

  Given under my Hand and Seal of this Court on this the 16th day of 

December, 2016.       

 

 

 

                                                                 (A.K. Borah) 
                                Sessions Judge, 
                               Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

Dictated and corrected by me.  

 

 

 

 

       (A.K. Borah) 
                   Sessions Judge, 

                                                  Sonitpur, Tezpur.                                                              
 Typed by me.     

 
(R. Hazarika)Steno. 
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 A  P  P  E  N  D  I  X 

Prosecution  witnesses: 

  P.W.1  -  Sri Tipil Kachowa, informant, 
  P.W.2  -  Sri Krishna Karmakar, 
  P.W. 3 -  Miss Beronika Kachowa,  
  P.W. 4 -  Smt Ekkamoni Kachowa, 
  P.W. 5 -  Dr. Palasmoni Keot, M.O.,  

  P.W. 6 -  Sri Raju Kachowa, 
P.W. 7 -  Sri Raja Gowala, 
P.W. 8 -   Sri Basanta Kumar Borah, ASI of Police.  

Prosecution  Exhibit 
  Ext.1   - Ejahar, 
  Ext.2    - 164 Cr.P.C. statement of Miss Beronika 
Kachowa. 
  Ext.3  -  Post mortem report.  
  Ext.3-A   - Inquest report. 
  Ext.4  - seizurelist 
  Ext.5  - Sketch map 
  Ext.6  - deadbody challan 
  Ext.7  - chargesheet 

Ext.8 - statements u/s 161 Cr.P.C. 
  
 
Material  Exhibits    

Material Ext. 1  - bamboo piece and belt. 
     
 
 
 

                                                               (A.K. Borah) 
                                                             Sessions Judge, 
                                                             Sonitpur, Tezpur.     


